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Propagation of generalized thermoelastic waves in cubic crystals 

J. N. SHARMA (HAMIRPUR) and H. SINGH (CHANDIGARH) 

THE PROPAGATION of plane harmonic waves in a thermally conducting cubic crystal has been 
studied. Four waves are found to exist. It is found that in case of one-dimensional waves, the 
transverse waves remain unaffected by thermal variations and vice-versa. Only longitudinal 
waves and thermal waves are coupled. In the two-dimensional case, the only unaffected wave 
due to thermal variation is the purely transverse (SH) wave and all other waves are dependent 
on each other. The approximations for the phase velocities and attenuation coefficients are 
obtained. The results obtained theoretically have been verified numerically for a single crystal 
of NaF. 

Zbadano propagacj<t plaskiej fali harmonicznej w krysztale kubicznym przewod7.Clcym cieplo. 
Stwierdzono, ie w przypadku fa! jedmowymiarowych fale poprzeczne s~ nieza.ld6cone przez 
efekty cieplne; sprz~ione ze sob~ s~ jedynie fale podluine i termiczne. W przypadku dwuwy
miarowym jedy~ fa!~ niezakl6con~ przez efekty cieplne jest czysto poprzeczna fala (SH), 
a wszystkie pozostale fale ~ ze sob~ sprZ<tione. Wyznaczono przybliione wartosci prccdkosci 
fazowych i wsp61czynnik6w Humienia. Wyniki teoretyczne zweryfikowano obliczeniami nume
rycznymi dla monokrysztalu NaF. 

HccJie~oBaHo pacnpocrpaHemt:e nnoci<oH: rapMoHHtteci<oH: BOJIHhi B Tennonposo~HII.\CM I<Y-
6HtJeci<oM I<pHCTaJIJie. KoHCTaTHposaHo, liTO B CJIYt!ae o~oMepHhiX BOJIH rrorrepetiHhie BOJIHhi 
HCB03MYI.l\CHhl TCpMHtiCCI<I!MI{ 3<l:><l:>ei<TaMH; COllpH>I<CHhl C C060H TOJihl<O rrpo~OJibHhiC R Tep
MHlJCCl{I{C BOJIHhi. B ~yMepHoM CJiyqae e~HHCTBeHHoH: HCB03MYII.\CHHoH: TepMHtteci<RMH 3<1:>
<I:>ei<T.aMH BOJIHoH: HBJIHeTcH ql{cTo rronepetiHaH BOJIHa SH, a see ocraJibHhie BOJIHhi conpH
meHbi c co6o:H. Onpe~eJICHhi npi{6JIH>I<eHHhie 3HatteHHH <Pa30BhiX ci<opocreH: H I<o3<l:><l>H~I{eH
ToB 3aTyxaHI{H. TeopeTHtJeCI<Re pe3yJI&TaThi nposepeHhi tiHCJICHHhiMH pactteTaMH ~JIH CJI~aH 
MoHoi<pHCTaJIJia NaF. 

1. Introduction 

THE THEORY of elastic wave propagation in anisotropic solids is well known [1], CHADWICK 
and SEET [2], and CHADWICK [3] discussed propagation of plane harmonic waves in 
transv~rsely isotropic and homogeneous anisotropic heat conducting solids, respectively, 
in the coupled theory of thermoelasticity. BANERJEE and PAo [4] and PAo and BANERJEE [5] 
investigated the propagation of plane harmonic waves in homogeneous anisotropic solids 
and dielectric crystals, respectively, by taking thermal relaxation times into consideration. 

Recently, the generalized theory ofthermoelasticity developed by LORD and SHULMAN [6] 
has been extended to homogeneous anisotropic media by DHALIWAL and SHERIEF [7]. 
SINGH and SHARMA [8] discussed the propagation of generalized thermoelastic waves in 
transversely isotropic media. SHARMA and SIDHU [9], and SHARMA and SINGH [I 0] studied 
the propagation of plane harmonic waves in homogeneous anisotropic solids in gener
alized theory of thermoelasticity [7]. SHARMA and SINGH [11] discussed propagation of one
dimensional generalized thermoelastic waves in crystals. The present article deals with 
the propagation of generalized thermoelastic waves in cubic crystals. The theory of al
gebraic functions is used to investigate the present problem. 
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20 J. N. SHARMA AND H. SINGH 

2. The problem and derivation of frequency equations 

We consider an unbounded, homogeneous cubic crystal undergoing small temperature 
variations. The displacement components u1, i = 1, 2, 3 and the small temperature de
viation T from an equilibrium temperature T0 are connected by the following differential 
equations [7] 

(2.1) 

Cu Ut,ll + c44(Ut,22 +ut.33)+ (C44 + C12) (u2,12 +u3,13)- PT.l = (!Ut' 

Cu u2 ,22 + c44(u2 ,11 + u2 ,33) + ( c44 + C12)(u1,12 + u3 ,23)- PT,2 = (!U2' 

Cu u3,33 + c44(u3.11 +u3,22)+ (C44 + c12)('ut.13 + u2,23)- PT.3 = (!U3' 

KT.11 -eCe(T+roh = ToP(u,,,+rou,,,), i,j = 1, 2, 3, 

where p = (C11 +2C12)1X, CiJ are the isothermal elasticities (see [12]), e, Ce and To are 
the density, specific heat at constant strain, and thermal relaxation time, respectively, 
K is the thermal conductivity, IX- the linear thermal expansion coefficient of the crystal. 
Comma notation is used for spatial derivatives and superposed dot represents differentia
tion with respect to time. It can be proved [13] thermodynamically that K ~ ·o, r 0 ~ 0 
and, of course, e > 0, T0 > 0. We assume in addition that Ce > 0 and that the isothermal 
linear elasticities are components of a positive definite fourth-order tensor. The necessary 
and sufficient conditions for the satisfaction of the latter requirement are 

(2.2) 

As we are considering plane harmonic waves, therefore we may take 

(2.3) uk = Ukexp{iw(v- 1xpnp-t)}, T = eexp{iw(v- 1xpnp-t)}, 

where w is the angular frequency (assumed to be real), vis the phase velocity (in general
complex) of the waves, and the unit vector n = (n 1 , n2 , n3) is the wave normal specifying 
the direction of propagation of waves. Substituting from Eqs. (2.3) in (2.1) and simplyfying. 
we obtain the frequency equation 

(1- Ct)ni + C1- C C2n1 n2 C2n1 n3 nt 

(2.4) 
C2n1 n2 (1- Ct)n~+ Ct- C C2n2 n3 n2 
C2 n1n3 C2n2n3 {1-:-- Ct)n~ + Ct- C nJ 
ern1 C ern2C ern3C -~-rC 

where 

T = 1- r0 w*z. 

The determination Eq. (2.4) is of fourth degree inC and hence has four roots. Thus, in general, 
there are four waves, namely: a quasi-longitudinal, two quasi-transverse, and a quasi
thermal wave (T-mode), which can propagate in these crystals. All the waves are coupled 
with each other. 
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3. Discussion of frequency equation 

Case I. Plane waves propagation along x 1-axis 

In this case the wave normal n = (1 , 0, 0). The secular equation (2.4) reduces to 

(3.1) (C1-C)2 = 0 

and 

where 
a = (1 +e) T-z. 

The Eq. (3.1) corresponds to two purely transverse waves, which get decoupled from the rest 
of the motion and vice-versa. These waves are not affected by thermal relaxation and prop
agate without dispersion or damping with velocity (C44/e)1

' 2 , independently of the ther
modynamic conditions. The roots of equation (3.1 )2 are given by 

(3.2) C1 , C2 = [a± (a2 -4zT)112 ]J2T. 

When w ~ 0, i.e. lz l ~ 0, the roots C1 ~ 1 +e and C2 ~ 0. Because at lowfrequency, the 
conditions are isentropic, therefore C1 corresponds to the longitudinal wave and C2 cor
responds to the thermal wave (T-mode). Thus the longitudinal waves in this limiting case 

travel with isentropic velocity (C11 /e)112 • c;_ 1 = C11 (1 +e) and the thermal wave does not 
exist at all. 

Again when w ~ oo i.e., lzl ~ oo the roots C1 and C2 reduce to 

(3.3) Ct ' c; = {I+ Tow*+ eTo w* ± [(I+ Tow*+ eTo w*)2 -4To w*]1' 2 }/2To w*. 

Now 

(I+T0 w*+eT0 w*)2 -4T0 w* = (I-T0 w*+eTow*)2 +4eTow* > 0, 

hence Ci, C! are real. Thus there are two waves called longitudinal and thermal, correspond
ing to Ci and C!, respectively, which travel with real velocities given by (C11 C!Je)112

, 

i = 1, 2 and depend upon the thermal relaxation time. 
In general, roots C1 , C2 given by (3.2) may be approximated as in [9]. 
i) Low-frequency approximations (x ~ 1) 

(3.4) 
Ct = 1 + e + ezf(l +e)+ ez2 (1- To w*(l + .s)2)/(1 + .s) 3 + .. . , 

C2 = z/(1+.s)-(e+Tow•)(1+e)2 )z2 /(1+.s)3 + .. . 

and ii) High-frequency approximations (x ~ 1) 

(3.5) 
C1 = 1+ez-s(l+s)z2 + ... , 

where 
A A A 

Z=z-T0 w*, z=z- 1
• 

If we write 

(3.6) v- 1 = v-1 + iw- 1q, 
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where V and q are real, the exponents in the· plane wave , in Eq. (2.3) become 

-qx11 n11 +iw(V- 1 x11n11 - t). 

This shows that V is the speed of propagation and q is the attenuation coefficient of the 
wave. Using Eq. (3.6)1 in Eq. (3.4) we obtain 

(3.7)1 v, = V*v' R,/cos(c/J,/2), q, = wsin(c/J,/2)/V*v' R, i = 1, 2, 

where 

R, = (Af+B[)1 /
2, c/J 1 = tan-1(±jBi/Ail), 

A1 = 1+e-e{l--row*(l+e)2}z2/(l+e)3
, Bt = ez/(l+s), 

A2 = z 2(e+ To w*(1 + e)2)/(1 + e)3
, B2 = z/(1 +e), V* = (Cu/(!)112. 

The signs+or-in cf> 1 may be taken according to whether x 11 n11 > 0 or < 0. Now using 
Eq. (3.6)1 in Eq. (3.5) we get 

(3.7h V1 = c,y.r,fcos('rp,/2), q1 = wsin('rp,f2)/c1v'r1, i = 1, 2, 

where 

r1 = (af +bf)112
, 1p1 = tan-1( ± lbi/ail), 

a1 = 1- ercos1p- e(1 +e) r 2 cos(2tp), 

b1 = -resintp- e(l +e) r 2sin(2tp}, 

a2 = -costp/r+ ercos1p-r2ecos2tp, 

b2 = sintp/r+ ersin1p-r2esin21p, 

r = (z-2 + -r~w*2)tf2, 1J' = tan-1(1/-row), c, = (Cu Cf/e)tf2. 

Clearly, as w-+ oo, i.e. lzl -+ 0, the roots C1, C2 in (3.5) reduce to 

Ct = 1-e-r0 w*-e(l+e) T~w*2 - ... , 

C2 = (ToW*)-1+e+eToW*+ .... 

Case II 

We consider plane waves propagating in a principal plane perpendicular to the prin
cipal direction (0, 1, 0), i.e. the wave normal n = (n1, 0, n3 ) with nf +ni = 1. The 
frequency equation (2.4) reduces to 

(3.8)1 

and 

where 

(3.9) A~t A.2 = (at± (a~-4a2)1 12)/2, A.!, A.! = [A 1 ± (A~-4A2) 1 1 2]/2, 
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at = 1 +Ct, a2 = Ct(1 +2C1)+ (l +Cf- Ci-2Ct) sin2 0cos2 0, 

(3.10) At= (l+e) (1+~), . A2 = (1+e)2 {Ct(l+2Ct)+(l +C1-Ci-2~) 
x sin2 0cos2 0, 

Ct ~ C1l(l +e), C2 = (C2 + e)l(l +e) 

and 0 is the inclination of the wave normal to the x3-axis. Equation (3.8)1 corresponds to 
the purely transverse (SH) wave, which is not affected by thermal variations, and vice
versa. This wave propagates without dispersion or damping, with speed (C44Ie)1

'
2 and gets 

decoupled - from the rest of the motion. Equation (3.8)2 being cubic in C give three 
roots and, hence, yields three dispersive waves which are affected by thermal variations 
and relaxation time. In case of w ~ 0 i.e. lzl ~ 0, Eq. (3.8)2 reduces to 

(3.11) 

whose roots are 

(3.12) 

The first two roots correspond to the usual elastic waves at isentropic conditions, and the 
third one - to the thermal mode. Thus at low frequency the elastic waves propagate with 
real isentropic speeds (C11 At/(!)112 , i = 1, 2 without dispersion, and the thermal wave 
does not exist at all. Again, when w ~ oo i.e. lzl ~ oo, Eq. (3.8h becomes 

(3.13) 

Its roots may be obtained as a special case from the high-frequency approximations· given 
in the following analysis. However, if To ~ 0, then (3.13) reduces to 

(3.14) 

whose roots are 

{3.15 Ct = ;,t, C2 = A2, CJ = oo. 

Velocities of the first two modes associated with have real values ( C 11 )..i I e )1
'
2

• The third 
mode (D has infinite velocity of propagation and is thus diffusive in nature. Following the 
approach presented by SHARMA and SIDHU [9], we obtain the following approximation 
of the roots of equation (3.8)2 combined with Eqs. (3.12) and (3.15) at low and high-fre
quencies, respectively: 

i) Low-frequency approximations (X ~ 1) 

00 

C,(z) = ;,j [ 1 +}; c~~>(:-z)n], 
1 

(3.16) 
00 

CJ(z) = }; dn( -z)n, 
1 

where the first coefficients in these series are given by 

c~'> = g( )..1) I )..jf' (;,f), d 1 = g(O) If' (0), 

{3.17) c~i> = cii>[g'()..t)- To w*f'()..j)-c~'>)..jf"()..j)l21lf'(J.i), 

d2 = d1 [g' (0)- To w*f' (0)- d1f" (0) /2]1/' (0), 
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(3.18) 

Dashes denote deriva~ives with respect to the argument. Using Eq. (3.6) in Eqs. (3.16), 
we obtain the values for V and q for different modes 

(3.19) 

where 

(3.20) B - c<i>x t- l~ ' 

for elastic waves, 

for thermal wave. 
The sign+or-in the determination of lPi is taken according to whether xpnp > 0 

or < 0 in Eq. (3.6). 
(ii) High-frequency approximations (x ~ 1) 

00 

C,(Z) =A,( 1+ ~ c~'>(-Z}"], 
1 

(3.21) n 

C3(Z) = 1'}(Z)/Z, rJ(Z) = ~ d,.( -Z)", 
0 

where z = z- 'l'o w* and the first two coefficients in these series are given by 

ci'> =/(A,)/ A,g'(A,), c~l> = ci0 [f'(A1)- A1 cfi>g"(A1)/2]/g'(A1), 

2 

(3.22) d0 = -1, d1 = ~ (Af- A1), d2 = 2[At A!- At A2 
1 

/(C) and g(C) are defined by Eq. (3.18). 
Using Eq. (3.6), we obtain 

(3.23) V, = c,JI'rtfcos('rptf2), q, = wsin(1ptf2)/c1yr" i = 1, 2, 3, 

where 

(3.24) r, = (af+bf) 112
, "Pt = tan- 1(± ibtfa,l), 

a, = 1-rcos1pc~'> + r2 cos21pc~i>, b, = - rsin "Pdi> + r2 sin21pc~0 , 

c, = (Cu At/e)t/2 
(3.25) 

for elastic waves, 

(3.26) 

a3 = -cos(1p)/r+rd1 cos1p+r2d2 cos21p, 

b3 = sin(1p)/r+ rd1 sin 1p+ r2d2 sin21p, 

c3 = (Cu/e)112 
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for thermal waves, 

(3.27) r = (X- 2 + Taw*2)1'2, 'P = tan-1.(1 /Tow). 

The+or-signs in the determination of 'Pi are to be taken according to whether xpnp > 0 
or < 0. The approximate values of the roots of Eq. (3.13) can be obtained from Eq. (3.21) 
on letting x -+ oo. We obtain 

C1 = A. 1 [1+T0 w*c~i>+T5w*2c~i>+ ... ], i = 1, 2, 

C3 = (To W*)- 1 +d1 -d2 ToW* + ... . 
The real values of propagation speeds follow from the above expansions directly. We get 

V, = c, {1 +To w*c~i> + Tij w*2c~0 + ... } 
V3 = C3 {(To W*)- 1 +d1- To w*d2 + .... } 

for elastic waves, 

for thermal wave. 

This last result shows that the T-mode has now a finite velocity of propagation, whereas 
in the coupled thermoelasticity (To -+ 0) this mode is evidently diffusive. 

4. Numerical results and discussions 

Numerical calculations have been done for the assigned frequency waves in a single 
crystal of NaP, the basic physical data for which are T0 = 17.3°K, C11 = 10.85 x 1011 

V1 !v/' a 
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Fio. la. Variation of the phase velocity of the QL-wave in NaF-crystal with frequency and direction of 
propagation. 
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FIG. lb. Variation of the attenuation coefficient of QL-wave in NaP-crystal with frequency and direction 
of propagation. 
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FIG. 2a. Variation of the phase velocity of the QT-wave in NaF crystal with frequency and direction of 
propagation. 
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FIG. 2b. Variation of the attenuation coefficient of QT-wave in NaF crystal with frequency and direction 
of propagation. 
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FIG. 3a. Variation of the phase velocity of the T-rnode in NaF crystal with frequency and direction of 
pt opagation. 
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b 

I ., 
001 0.03 01 30 100 X 

FIG. 3b. Variation of the attenuation coefficient ofT-mode in NaF-crystal with frequency and direction 
of propagation. 

dynejcm2
, C12 = 2.29 X 1911 dynejcm2 , C44 = 2.899 X 1011 dynejcm2 , (! = 2.851 gjcm3

, 

eCe = 1.195 X 105 ergsjcm2
, ~ = 8.5 X I0- 7 tK. f3 = 235 watt/Cm°K, To = 5.6 X I0- 14 s. 

The velocities of various waves corresponding to Eqs. (3.12), (3.15), (3.19) and (3.24) 
have been computed for various directions of propagations. The variations of velocity 
ratios for elastic waves have been plotted on log-linear scales in Figs. 1 and 2 for various 
directions of propagation with respect to reduced frequency X· The phase velocity V3 

of thermal wave is represented in Fig. 3a. The attenuation coefficients q1 , q2 and q3 of 
elastic and thermal waves have also been computed and plotted in Figs. 1 b, 2b and 3b, 
respectively. It is observed that the velocity ratios and attenuation coefficients of elastic 
waves increase from their isentropic values for 0 ~ x ~ 3, and then decrease to become 
closer to the isothermal values for 0.3 ~ x ~ 1.0, and remain constant afterwards. The 
phase velocity and attenuation coefficient of the thermal wave are found to be weakly 
dependent upon the directional variations. The waves propagating in the neighbourhood 
of the direction making an angle of n/6 with the x3-axis are less affected than those prop
agating in other directions. The longitudinal elastic waves are subjected to strong modifi
cations as compared to transverse elastic waves. 
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5. Conclusions 

In general, there are four waves: quasi-longitudinal, two quasi-transverse, and quasi
thermal wave, which can propagate in a cubic crystal. When plane waves are propagating 
along the axis of cubic crystal, then only longitudinal wave and thermal wave are coupled, 
whereas the transverse waves get decoupled from the rest of the motion components and 
hence, remain purely transverse waves. The coupled waves are dispersive in character and 
their velocities depend upon the thermal relaxation time. For plane waves propagating 
in one of the plane of the crystal, only SH-wave remains purely transverse and get de
coupled from the rest of the motion, and vice-versa. The other three waves, namely: 
quasi-longitudinal (QL), quasi-transverse (QT), and quasi-thermal (T-mode) are coupled 
and, hence, depend upon thermal variations and relaxation time. These are dispersive in 
character. Numerical results reveal that the thermal waves are weakly dependent on dir
ectional variations, and the elastic waves travelling along the direction making an angle 
of n/6 with x3 -axis are less affected than those propagating in other direction in a NaF 
crystal. 
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